Abstract-Many problems in Computational Biology and Bioinformatics involve classification, such as the classification of cell samples into malignant (cancer) or benign (normal). For such tasks, we propose EvoDNN, an evolutionary deep neural network that employs an evolutionary algorithm to evolve deep heterogeneous feed-forward neural networks. While the majority of current feed-forward neural networks employ user defined homogeneous activation functions, EvoDNN creates heterogeneous multi-layer networks where each neuron's activation function is not statically defined by the user, but dynamically optimized during evolution. The main advantage offered by EvoDNN lies in that the activation functions do not need to be differentiable. This feature gives users a great degree of flexibility over which activation functions EvoDNN can utilize. This paper demonstrates how EvoDNN can simultaneously optimize each neuron's weight, bias, and activation function, and empirically shows a superior performance compared to a backpropagationtrained feed-forward neural network at the cost of additional training time. In addition, advantages of the deep architecture of EvoDNN over our earlier approach, EvoNN, which employed a single hidden layer are discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Neural Networks have been employed for many classification tasks in Bioinformatics and Computational Biology. EvoDNN is a framework that employs an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) to evolve the weights, biases and activation functions of a deep heterogeneous feed-forward neural network (FNN) [1] . EvoDNN extends our earlier framework EvoNN [2] , which evolved a simple, single hidden layer FNN. The method proposed in EvoNN brought many advantages over the still popular stochastic gradient based method: such as back-propagation [3] . These advantages include: being able to achieve global optima, being less sensitive to weight initialization, being adaptable to deep FNNs, and not requiring each neuron's activation function to be differentiable.
In EvoNN, we create a population pool in which each individual is a simple heterogeneous FNN. This simple heterogeneous FNN is composed of three layers: an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer. Each neuron in the preceding layer is fully connected to the succeeding layer. In EvoDNN, we expand the three-layer heterogeneous FNN to a multi-layer deep heterogeneous FNN which contains an input layer, five or ten hidden layers, and an output layer.
A significant advantage of EvoDNN is its ability to evolve the activation functions as well as the connection weights and biases simultaneously. Conventional methods of training neutral networks, whether using back-propagation [3] , or heuristic based training [4] , have focused on adjusting the weights [5] , [6] , or the network's architecture [7] , [8] . However, a search of literature reveals that there has been comparatively little active research on dynamically optimizing neuron's activation functions, with only a few notable exceptions [9] , [10] . This is despite the fact that adjusting the activation function is as important as adjusting the architecture [11] . Finally, gradient descent methods struggle to train deep neutral networks [12] , caused by gradient vanishing and explosion [13] , saddle points, and some other forces, which not only affect deep FNNs [1] , but also recurrent networks [14] . However, the depth of the network has no impact on neutral networks trained by EAs, because EAs are a gradient-free, population-based method. This, coupled with the fact that deep neutral networks are thought to be more efficient in terms of the number of neurons required to solve a problem [15] , is another advantage of EvoDNN.
This paper intends to help fill the gap of optimizing activation functions as well as weights and biases simultaneously in a deep heterogeneous FNN by showing how EvoDNN can easily optimize these during evolution and doing so produces strongly beneficial results.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section II discusses research literature relating to the application of EAs on optimizing activation functions in neural networks. Section III describes the methodology undertaken using EAs to evolve heterogeneous FNNs, leading to the experimental results and analysis given in Section IV. Finally, Section V discusses the overall findings with closing conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND
There are two main methods to evolve heterogeneous FNNs: The first method of optimizing activation functions is to use activation functions that are described by a number of free parameters [16] . The training methods then optimize these parameters for each individual neuron. A simple but interesting application of this method has been used by Cartesian Genetic Programming of Artificial Neural Networks (CGPANN) [17] which uses genes to encode and optimize the widths of Gaussian functions in each neuron. These genes are then subject to mutation and/or crossover during evolution. A more complex application of this method was employed in [9] where the authors designed a novel form of adaptive piece-wise linear activation function that is learned independently for each neuron using gradient descent. This method is allowed for an almost limitless variation of activation functions. Another example [18] where each neuron's activation function was itself an evolved Genetic Program allows the construction of almost any mathematical form. The architecture and training algorithm used in this example are those of a standard backpropagation network with a single hidden layer.
The second method selects the activation function of each neuron from a predetermined list of activation functions. Training applications which use this method include General Neural Networks (GNN) [19] which focus on evolving both network topology and the activation function within the neuron; however, the neuron's activation functions are limited to either logistic or Gaussian activation functions. GNN is also a hybrid approach that makes use of back-propagation during training. Another interesting application was studied by Turner et al. [20] where they evolved the topology of a predefined collection of neurons in order to optimize the FNNs. Each neuron in this neural network has a function gene that represents the index in a function look-up-table and describes the functionality of the neuron. However, the resulting FNN does not have a clear division into layers since the connectivity can occur between any two neurons. Similar work done by Weingaertner et al. [21] , with the introduction of a modified Hierarchical Co-evolutionary Genetic Algorithm (HCGA 2 ), devised a genetic algorithm to determine the number of neurons in the hidden layer and the type of the activation function of those neurons. However, the predefined set of activation functions is composed of Linear, Signal
Step, Hyperbolic tangent, Gaussian, and RBF-Green which are rarely used in recent neural networks. Recently, Shirakawa et al. [10] have experimented with the simultaneous evolution of weights and activation functions, along with the evolution of dropout and other hyper-parameters in deep FNNs. Their work produced better results as compared to using a homogeneous neural network; however, their set of activation functions were limited to ReLU and Tanh. Our previous work EvoNN [2] also investigates the simultaneous evolution of weights and activation functions. It demonstrates the superior performance of applying EAs to a heterogeneous FNN. However, EvoNN only contains one hidden layer which limits its ability to make a high percentage of correct predictions on complex and large data sets.
Though the examples from these two main methods showed promising results for heterogeneous FNNs, most such networks only consist of one or two hidden layers. Intuitively we would expect networks with many more hidden layers to be more powerful. However, until now there has been little research to investigate if the ability of evolutionary algorithms to evolve heterogeneous deep FNNs provides any benefit over gradient-based methods. This is important research since if shown to be beneficial it could easily be adopted to other neural network architectures, such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [22] .
III. METHODOLOGY
The methodology presented on evolving deep heterogeneous FNN using EAs takes two parts. The first part describes the architecture of EvoDNN. The second part gives the procedure of applying the EA to train EvoDNN.
A. EvoDNN Architecture
The basic unit of EvoDNN is the neuron. It is composed of three components: the weights, the biases, and the activation functions. These components are summed up by the following formulas:
where we use a Figure 1 shows the EvoDNN model. It resembles a typical FNN; the main difference lies in the hidden layer, as its neuron may have distinct activation functions σ(·). Such functions are chosen from a delimited candidate set, which is presented in Table I below, and contains a selection of those usually employed in the construction of FNNs. It is important to emphasize that we can adjust one free parameter in the Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (LReLU) function [23] : b -a small, nonzero gradient when the unit is saturated and not active. To reduce the EA's search space, we set b = 0.01, which is well evaluated in [23] .
The layers in EvoDNN are codified as follows: each layer contains three matrices, one for the input weights, one for 
the biases, and another for the indexes of activation functions in the candidate set ( Figure 2 ). This proposed architecture has two fundamental advantages. First, the EvoDNN allows each neuron to respond uniquely while homogeneous FNNs force all neurons to perform the same activation function to incoming data. However, it is not obligated to respond differently because the algorithm can select the same activation function for all neurons. Second, instead of using gradient based methods, EvoDNN uses a zero-order algorithm to optimize its network. This means the activation function does not have to be differentiable, nor does their derivative need to be known ahead of training. 
B. Evolutionary Algorithm
The evolutionary algorithm consists of four procedures, population pool initialization, crossover, mutation, and parent population generation. Each procedure also includes several steps to avoid the moving target problem resulting from the simultaneous evolution of both architectures and weights [24] . An early-stopping parameter is also introduced, which will stop the evolutionary algorithm if the fitness function is not improved after a certain point. This early-stopping feature provides guidance as to how many generations can be run before the algorithm begins to overfit.
1) Population Pool Initialization: A population size of N is generated in the first phase. Each individual in the population is a multi-layer heterogeneous FNN which has three components for each layer, the weight matrix, the bias matrix, and the activation function index matrix. The entries in each matrix are randomly generated via uniform distribution in a preset range. Each individual will then be evaluated and the one with the best fitness value will be copied to the next generation (elitist selection).
2) Crossover: This procedure is for creating the offspring pool. A crossover proportion parameter (P c ∈ [0.0, 1.0]) controls the proportion of individuals in the offspring produced by crossover. For example, if P c = 0.5, then 50% of the individuals in the offspring generation will be the result of crossover. If an individual is chosen to be produced through crossover, then its neuron layers are produced in the following way. (The uniform crossover is used in this step.) Each entry in the weight matrix, the activation function index matrix, and the bias matrix of a layer has a 50% chance to inherit the first parent's and a 50% chance to inherit the second parent's entry respectively. These two parents are selected from the population pool via tournament selection method [25] with tournament size 2. The resulting individual has, on average, 50% of the first parent's genotype and 50% of the second parent's genotype.
3) Mutation: In the context of EvoDNN, mutation is divided into three types of modifications, each controlled by different parameters. Weight mutation is the process of modifying the entries in the weight matrix; bias mutation modifies the entries in the bias matrix; activation function mutation varies the activation function presented in a neuron.
Weight mutation is controlled by the mutation probability (P m ∈ [0.0, 1.0]) and the mutation radius (R m ∈ (0.0, ∞)). The mutation probability determines the probability for each entry in a weight matrix to be mutated while the mutation radius dictates the severity of the mutation. For instance, if P m = 0.5 and R m = 0.1, then each entry in a weight matrix has a 50% chance of being mutated in each generation. If that entry is indeed chosen for mutation, it will vary by a value uniformly chosen from the range [−0.1, 0.1].
Bias mutation is also controlled by two parameters, the mutation probability (P b ∈ [0.0, 1.0]) and the mutation radius (R b ∈ (0.0, ∞)). Likewise, the mutation probability gives the probability for each neuron's bias being mutated while the mutation radius dictates the severity of the mutation.
Activation function mutation works similarly to the above two mutations, but is controlled by only one parameter, the function mutation probability (P mf ∈ [0.0, 1.0]). The function mutation probability controls the likelihood that an activation function within a neuron is modified. However, this mutation does not have a mutation radius equivalent. If a neuron's activation function is selected for mutation, the new one is uniformly determined from the set of hidden neuron's activation functions which are different from the function employed at the given hidden neuron. For example, if P mf = 0.5, then each hidden neuron has a 50% chance of having its activation function mutated. If a hidden neuron which contains the function f (x) is chosen for the mutation process and the set of activation functions is {f (x), g(x), h(x), i(x)}, then the neuron's old function is replaced by either g(x), h(x), i(x), each with a 33.3% chance to be chosen respectively. 4) Parent Population Generation: In order to guarantee the solution quality obtained by the EA will not decrease from one generation to the next, elitist selection is applied in this procedure. That is, the individual with the best fitness value from the current generation will carry over to the parent population pool. The remaining individuals that will be added to the parent population are then determined by the tournament selection method [25] with tournament size 2. Afterwards, each individual in the parent population will be evaluated and the one with the best fitness value will be again copied to next generation (elitist selection).
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental Setup
The three pattern classification problems considered here were obtained from the Python sklearn library [26] , [27] , allowing the comparison of our proposal with others. The three data sets used were iris, breast cancer, and wine classification sets. Their main characteristics are presented in Table II .
Each data set was divided into three subsets: training set, validation set, and testing set. 60% of instances were used for training, 20% for validation, and the remaining 20% for testing. The experimental results reported are based on the testing set. In order to evaluate the performance of EvoDNN, gradient based FNN was applied with the same data sets used in EvoDNN. Also, a comparison with the single hidden layer EvoNN network is presented. For each data set, 200 experiments were performed with a different random seed each time to initialize the weight, bias, and activation function matrices. Each experiment was a complete training, validating, and testing case for both EvoDNN and gradient based FNN. Within the 200 experiments, the data set was shuffled at random and split into training, validation, and testing subsets every 10 experiments, creating 20 "miniexperiments" of 10 repetitions each. This was done to simulate different distributions of classes within the subsets. Each experiment was allowed to run until it showed no signs of improvement for 300 iterations (300 epochs for the gradient based FNN or 300 generations for EvoDNN) on the validation, or until it reached 10,000 iterations (10,000 epochs for the gradient based FNN or 10,000 generations for EvoDNN).
Fixed architectures of five-hidden-layer and ten-hiddenlayer EvoDNN as well as gradient based FNN were constructed. That is, a five-hidden-layer EvoDNN was evaluated and compared to a five-hidden-layer gradient based FNN as well as a ten-hidden-layer EvoDNN was evaluated and compared to a ten-hidden-layer gradient based FNN. This was done to show the effectiveness of the number of hidden layers to the performance of both EvoDNN and gradient based FNN. In the context of hidden layer, each layer contains ten hidden neurons.
Multi-class logarithmic loss (multi-logloss) function which was used as the fitness function to evaluate EvoDNN, was also used as the loss function to evaluate the gradient based FNN such that both networks were optimizing the same objective. The advantage of using multi-class logarithmic loss function, instead of just calculating the percentage of correct predictions, is that the smaller the log-loss value is, the more confident the algorithm is about the correct predictions. In other words, the smaller the multi-logloss value is, the better the performance of an algorithm is. Benchmarks that are based on the percentage of correct predictions cannot eliminate the random and lucky guesses by certain algorithms. The multi-class logarithmic loss function is defined as
where Y is the ground truth matrix of the class andŶ is the prediction matrix generated by the neural network; n is the number of instances in a data set; c is the number of classes in a data set; y ij is the ground truth of instance i belonging to class j (1 if belongs or 0 if doesn't) whilê y ij is the predicted probability that instance i belongs to class j. To prevent computational failures,ŷ ij is taken to be min(1 − 10 −15 , max(10 −15 , p ij ) where p ij is the neural network's predicted probability that instance i belongs to class j.
In the 200 experiments, only the 100 experiments with the lowest log-loss values were used to calculate the average as well as the standard deviations, and then compared. This is because EvoDNN may evolve in the wrong direction due to the nature of evolutionary algorithm and get an unexpected log-loss value; the gradient based FNN may also be trapped in the local minimum and obtain an unwanted result.
1) EvoDNN Setup: EvoDNN has a fixed architecture of three components: m input neurons in the input layer (where m is the feature number for each data set), 10 hidden neurons in each hidden layer, of which there were five or ten, and c output neurons in the output layer (where c is the number of classes for each set) which employ the softmax function (Equation 3). Each hidden neuron, however, could use a distinct activation function. The set of activation functions available were the hyperbolic tangent (tanh) function, the sigmoid function, the Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (LReLU) function, and the Rectified Linear Unit function (ReLU). Their properties are outlined in Table I . The evolutionary algorithm's parameters are listed in Table III. They are estimated and then fine tuned according to Nannen et.al's research [28] . 2) Gradient Based FNN Setup: The gradient based FNN also has a fixed architecture of three components: m input neurons in the input layer, 10 hidden neurons employing the sigmoid activation function in each hidden layer, of which there were five or ten, and c output neurons in the output layer. The difference from EvoDNN is that this network has the same activation function in each neuron. The parameters of this neural network are laid out in Table IV. Figure 3 and Table V present the resulting mean values of multi-logloss and the standard deviations associated with them for the five-hidden-layer neural networks. It is clear that the performance of EvoDNN is superior to the performance of gradient based FNN with significantly smaller mean multi-logloss values for all three data sets. The small standard deviations indicate that both networks could reach a convergent state and output stable predictions.
The comparison of ten-hidden-layer networks is given in Figure 4 and Table VI. As before, the performance of EvoDNN still surpasses the performance of gradient based FNN with a significant gap. However, when comparing the ten-hidden-layer networks to the five-hidden-layer networks in Figure 5 , instead of expecting smaller multi-logloss values we have relatively large multi-logloss value for both networks. EvoDNN has 0.082, 0.123, 0.266 multi-logloss values for Iris, Breast Cancer, and Wine data sets respectively, which are still reasonable low values, while two data sets trained by gradient based FNN have multi-logloss values greater than 1. Small standard deviations suggest that these two networks are converged after training. When compared to our original EvoNN architecture [2] in Figure 5 and Table VII, the five-hidden-layer EvoDNN improves the results by 111.54% and 22.41% for the Iris and Breast Cancer data set respectively, but degrades the result by 20.29% for the Wine data set. This is intuitive; since EvoDNN has more hidden layers and free parameters than EvoNN, we expect it has a greater flexibility and therefore can search a larger solution space to find a better result, which gives a smaller multi-logloss value. However, even though more hidden layers mean the network has a greater flexibility, overfitting can still occur, such as the inferior result when training the ten-hidden-layer EvoDNN. This implies a proper number of hidden layers should be selected when constructing EvoDNN. Overall, EvoDNN (allowing an EA to evolve heterogeneous deep FNNs) produced better results, on average, than the average results obtained by training homogeneous FNNs and EvoNN. This is significant because conventional gradient descent method can not well address the gradient vanishing and explosion [13] problem after adding more hidden layers of a network. In other words, the results of deeper gradient based FNN may get even worse. For example, when expanding the number of hidden layers from five to ten, the multilogloss values worsen 86.18%, 157.68%, and 91.50% for the three respective data sets. However, the results of EvoDNN still keep reasonable low multi-logloss values even as more hidden layers are added. A counter-intuitive observation is that as the number of hidden layers rises from five to ten, the performance of EvoDNN does not further improve. In theory, since EvoDNN does not apply gradient based method, the performance of EvoDNN should be improved if more hidden layers were added, which is shown when increasing the hidden layer from one (EvoNN) to five (EvoDNN). We assume this is because EvoDNN achieves its best results with five hidden layers. This gradient vanishing and explosion problem, coupled with the fact that there is no way of knowing which activation function will be most suited to a given task before training begins, puts homogeneous FNNs at a disadvantage.
The importance of these results is highlighted by the fact that many other architectures of neural networks are probably capable of being evolved by EAs. The evolution of heterogeneous deep FNNs may even be further improved by the inclusion of additional activation functions which are not considered here; and as the EA places no restrictions on the types of activation functions used, i.e. the activation function does not need to be differentiable, the range of possible activation functions is large. In addition, when constructing models, it is not always possible to attain an accurate representation of test sets due to a limited amount of data, class imbalances, or other biases related to data gathering. Having confidence in the model's general flexibility towards distribution of examples and classes is also a benefit of the EvoDNN architecture.
2) Run-time Performance: The run-time results of fivehidden-layer networks presented in Figure 6 and Table VIII demonstrates the EA has a larger impact on running time than gradient based FNN in all three data sets. This is an intuitive result as in our EvoDNN setup, it needs to modify 50 individuals' (networks') parameters in one generation while the gradient based method only has to modify one network in one epoch. It appears to mirror the "No Free Lunch" theorem [29] but concerning different algorithms. A further interesting and unexpected result is that, in many cases, the standard deviations are large, which indicates the number of generations in one EvoDNN training and the number of epochs in one gradient based FNN training are unstable. This is because the gradient based FNN may be trapped in a saddle point and need a while to escape from there; for some EvoDNN training, the algorithm may evolve in the relatively suited direction, but sometimes it may detour and evolve in an intricate direction that consumes more training time. Table IX show the run-time averages for both ten-hidden-layer optimization systems. As expected, the run- time performance of the gradient based FNN is still superior to the EvoDNN optimizer. An interesting observation is that the run time does not increase linearly when adding more hidden layers i.e. one hidden layer, five hidden layers, and ten hidden layers. We suspect this is because as more hidden layers are added, the solution space will be larger and thus it is relatively effortless to find a good configuration of the networks. Figure 8 and Table X demonstrate that as the number of hidden layers increases, the run-time average of EvoDNN also increases for all datasets. This is intuitive because EvoDNN has more hidden neurons to evolve in each generation. One interesting observation is that the run-time average does not increase linearly when the number of hidden layers adds up regularly. We hypothesize that since more hidden layers add a greater flexibility, less evolved generations are required, which reduces the running time. Overall, the superior performance of EvoDNN is at the cost of more training time.
Overall, these results show that, as expected, the superior performance observed with EvoDNN has a trade-off with regards to run time. It appears that gradient based FNN has a better run-time performance. However, as a user is unlikely to know, in advance of training, which activation function is most suited to a given problem when employing a homogeneous neural network, the user may trial-and-error a variety of activation functions before finding a good one. This disadvantage may result in more time spent on finding the most suited activation function for each given task.
In addition, there are methods to reduce the run time of EvoDNN. Considering the architecture of the EA, its nature is that many steps in the evolutionary process can be parallelized. Mutation, crossover, and selection are all processes that can be applied independently and in parallel to different individuals. This feature is not available for gradient based algorithm. The gradient descent must happen sequentially since each iteration depends on the new position of the model in the loss function space. This can, in theory, decrease the run time and allow EvoDNN delivering superior results at a reduced run time.
Generally, it may be the case that a fully optimized homogeneous FNN will always deliver results faster than EvoDNN. However, for applications where an increased accuracy or flexibility is more important and can be traded for additional run time, EvoDNN shows superior results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has demonstrated the superior performance of employing EAs to optimize the weights, biases and activation functions of a deep heterogeneous FNN by extending our previous work EvoNN. EvoDNN can achieve smaller multilogloss values when compared to EvoNN and homogeneous FNNs with the same number of hidden layers. In addition, it offers a number of advantages over conventional training methods, such as gradient descent. First, EvoDNN is a zeroorder optimization algorithm and can accept non-differentiable activation functions. This means it will not struggle with gradient vanishing and explosion [13] problem when adding more hidden layers, which is difficult to be addressed in a deep homogeneous FNN. Second, the optimization of activation functions in hidden layers presents an added degree of flexibility in the neural network's exploration of the fitness space within the target problem. However, the benefits of EvoDNN come at the cost of additional training time. This is a worthwhile trade-off if high prediction accuracy is more crucial than training time.
Since the use of EAs to create heterogeneous deep neural networks has so far received relatively little attention, a comparison with other conventional classification approaches such as SVM or random forest could be undertaken as future work. Furthermore, a larger array of data sets to further validate the results observed in EvoDNN could be performed, i.e. a combination of both regression and classification problems from different fields. In addition, further research could investigate the percentage of hidden neurons which used each type of activation function in the evolved heterogeneous FNN and the complementary relationships between different types of activation functions.
The results presented in this paper are significant as the method described for creating and training heterogeneous neural networks is likely to be compatible with other architectures of networks, such as RNNs [22] . Many different architectures of neural networks could benefit from this approach. Also, while we demonstrated that EvoDNN is useful for classification tasks in Computational Biology such as breast cancer classification, the general framework of EvoDNN lends itself to tasks outside of the Computational Biology domain.
